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Seasonal Greetings to you all.

I wish you all a good year of wood turning, and
success in everything you do.
Once again the year has passed, and our AGM is
behind us. A brief report follows later in this
Newsletter. There has been a change in the
make up of the Committee. We have said good
bye and thank you to Peter Phelps, but I am
pleased to report that he will continue his
invaluable service as our webmaster. He has
been replaced by Peter Weaver, who I am sure
will soon find his niche in the general workings of
the club. I am pleased to say that I am still
prepared to produce the newsletter, but would
appreciate more input from members
You will all have noticed that we asked you to
renew your subscriptions rather earlier than in the
past. This was in response to reorganisation
within AWGB and a request to us to get subs in
by the end of the year if possible. If you have yet to
renew, please do so as soon as possible. If, for
any reason; you have decided not to renew, it
would be appreciated if you would confirm your
decision with the Treasurer.
Branch Programme for year 2015. You should all
have received a copy of next year’s programme.
Please file it with your diaries. I will continue to
issue monthly reminders.
The Shows Programme has still to be finalised.

Alan
Next Meeting.
Jan 8th 2015 with Mike Wood
k

September Meeting
Paul Hannaby was our demonstrator for
September. His demonstration was a little
different from the usual run in that he did not
set out to demonstrate tool usage or an unusual
turning technique. He began by turning a simple
shape in the
time honoured
way from a
block of fine
grained wood
mounted on a
screw chuck.
Having first
turned a tenon
for future
chucking, be
turned the
outside shape,
and sanded it to
about 320 grit. From then on things were
different. He produced a pot of artist’s Gesso,
which is a porridge like mixture used by artists
for textured work. This he daubed roughly all
over the turned
surface, and then
the embryo bowl
was allowed to
dry off. In Blue
Peter style Paul
had an already
dry example
which he
mounted in the
lathe for the next
step. Paul spoke
briefly about air
brushes, which
can be had in varying degrees of sophistication
and corresponding price, Paul had a neat small
compressor to drive the airbrush he used to spray
colour onto the gesso surface, with the lathe

rotating slowly. It is possible to produce
graduated
affects and
colour
merges
with an air
brush, but
the high
grade kit
and the
special colours are expensive. ( It is possible to
use a much simpler DIY grade of airbrush
driven by air canisters, using artists colours and
wood dyes for early experimental work.)
Paul’s example was quickly done and very
acceptable. The surface was sealed with sprayed
acrylic lacquer. After that it was a simple matter
to recheck the bowl and hollow it out. The
interior finish can be almost
anything from bare wood
upwards.
After the coffee break, Paul
turned a shapely vase from
ash wood, which showed
some grain. After sanding, he
produced his air brush again,
and proceeded to show some
of the effects which can be
obtained by overlaying and
graduating colours. For this
purpose, he used transparent
colours. A quite different
effect would be had if opaque
colours had been used The possibilities are
almost limitless. By now, the evening was
almost over. Paul had been prepared to deal
with questions throughout his demonstration,
and his exposition was clear and easily
followed. Altogether some thing different from
the usual run of demonstrations from a

October Meeting
this evening to demonstrate the making of one.
Mechanisms for mills vary in quality. Les
reckons that there is only one really dependable
mill, which is marketed under the trade name of
‘Crush -Grind’ This mill has a nylon mechanism
which is suitable for both salt and pepper mills,
but its fitting into the mill body is decidedly
tricky. Les had prepared a sectioned pepper mill,
which showed very clearly the
shape of the recess into which the mill fits. He
had already bored through the length of the
blank to save time during the demonstration.

Les Thorne is an old
friend of MWA. He
is one of our most
entertaining and
expert demonstrators
in Southern england.
We were delighted to
welcome him to the
October meeting. Les
makes and sells many
pepper and salt mills,
and he decided for
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Les Thorne contd.

The first task was to reduce the blank to a cylinder,finishes which my be applied to the assembled
and chamber out one end to take the mechanism. mill.
This called for precision, especially for the recess Depending
at the bottom of the chamber into which the mill upon the
clicks on final assembly. A specially ground tool wood used,
a natural
was useful
wood finish
here. Les
might be appropriate, shown off by the black
used
decorative beads, but for this mill, Les chose to
vernier callipers for
spray it all glossy black. Once the finish had
all his measurements. As he worked, he was a
dried, all that was needed was to glue in the
mine information about everything
marker for S or P. Les said that this simple,
he was doing, and the tools a techniques used.
but elegant design
He also managed to field and answer the many
sold well.
questions from the members, as well a keeping
After the coffee
up a flow of repartee with certain well known
members of the audience. When the boring out break, Les
was finished decorative beads were turned, and decided
sprayed black, before re- chucking, holding the to show us that
blank by the inside of the bored end . The outer he didn’t just
make simple
end was supported by the tail stock centre, and
designs There
the blank quickly turned and sanded to its final
was not much time left, but he worked rapidly,
shape. Next came the top of the mill.
with impressive accuracy to produce a minutely
A suitable blank was bored out to accept its
detailed candlestick . The picture tells part of the
plastic insert, and recessed at the top to take a
marker for S or P Again precision was needed, story, and he made a matching base as well in
very quick time. We ran out of time just before
especially with
the job could be fully finished, but we saw just
the recessed bore.
how accomplished a turner Les is.We look
After re-chucking,
forward to his next visit.
the shape was
turned,including a
decorative bead,
which was
sprayed black.
The top was
crowned, and the
mill was ready
for assembly. At this stage, there is a choice of

AGM 2014
The AGM for 2014 followed the usual pattern. Both the Chairman’s report and the Treasurer’s
report were presented and approved. Both reports indicated that the Association is in good health.
Membership has remained high, and the club activities have in the main been successful. Over the
year finances have been relatively stable, and the Treasurer saw no need to alter the subscriptions for
2015, which is always good news for the members. He was glad to note that AWGB, our parent
organisation was not changing its subscription for next year. It is probably in keeping with the times
that despite the hard work put in by committee members and others, income from the various shows
was not as good as in the previous year, and the amount raised for our charity was also less than in
the previous year. Only one new member was proposed for the Committee. Peter Weaver was duly
elected, and will fill the place vacated by Peter Phelps, who is stepping down for personal reasons.
We thanked him for his valuable service , and are grateful that he will continue to look after our web
site. The present officers and the remainder of the committee were re-elected, which will certainly
ensure continuity during 2015 Presentations were made to certain members who, while not wishing to
become committee members, have nevertheless been great supporters of the Committee. The planned
activity for the rest of the evening could not take place because Gordon Cookson, who was to have
presented it, had been taken ill. An ad hoc team of club experts bravely made up a team which
accepted and answered wood turning queries from members. This turned out to be a quite successful
and useful exercise , so the time was not wasted.
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Cow Byre Exhibition
The picture can only give an indication of the richness of
the display of really splendid work by a relatively small
number of club members. Never has the standard of
design and finish been so good. It was therefore
disappointing that very few club members other than
those who were exhibiting and stewarding came to
admire and learn from the skills of their fellow members.
That being said, we can report that the attendance on each
day , with the exception of the Saturday, when the Duck
Pond market was in full swing on the site, were
disappointing. Most of those who wandered in and then
wandered out had short arms and deep pockets. Things
looked up on the Saturday, and indeed most of the takings were made on that day. Overall we did not
do as well as in previous years. It is a sign of the times! Thanks go to Ralph Pooley and his team
for the organisation of the event, and thanks again to the demonstrators who kept the lathe turning
despite the sparsity of visitors. The exhibitors are to be congratulated on the high standards of their
work.

Gallery
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